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Abstract

Purpose To investigate the influence of

seasonal light intensity and patients’ iris

color on the visual recovery after anti-

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)

therapy with ranibizumab or bevacizumab

for neovascular age-related macular

degeneration (AMD).

Methods The visual acuity of 555 eyes (529

patients) with neovascular AMD was

evaluated after intravitreal injections of

either ranibizumab or bevacizumab in

respect to global radiation intensity and iris

color.
Results The functional results during

anti-VEGF therapy revealed a seasonal

oscillation with a negative correlation

between visual recovery and global

radiation intensity (R2¼ � 0.756, P¼ 0.004).

Although the influence of the sunlight

intensity on the visual recovery was

significant after the first injection, this

effect vanished within the continuous

course of treatment. Regarding the

improvement of functional recovery

depending on iris color, dark-colored eyes

(16.0%) gained 8.5±10.0 letters after the first

injection and 9.9±12.8 letters after the

second injection, compared with 3.4±8.6

letters and 4.4±11.0 letters in light-colored

eyes (84.0%), respectively (P¼ 0.005 and

P¼ 0.019).

Conclusions Our results indicate that

seasonal sunlight intensity and iris color

might influence the visual recovery of

neovascular AMD patients undergoing anti-

VEGF therapy. Our findings may be used as

suggestions to refine individual anti-VEGF

therapy regimens, especially in patients with

light-colored eyes.
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Introduction

Today’s first-line therapy for neovascular

age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the

inhibition of the vascular endothelial growth

factor (VEGF) by the intravitreal application of

monoclonal anti-VEGF antibodies such as

ranibizumab (Lucentis, Genentech (San Francisco,

CA, USA) and Novartis (Basel, Switzerland)) and

bevacizumab (Avastin, Genentech and Roche

(Basel, Switzerland)), and recently the anti-

VEGF fusion protein aflibercept (Eylea,

Regeneron Pharmaceuticals (Tarrytown, NY,

USA) and Bayer HealthCare (Berlin,

Germany)).1–3 Ranibizumab and bevacizumab

were proven to be equivalent4,5 and

demonstrated a superior effectiveness

compared with former therapy options.6–10

Nevertheless, patients benefit from this

treatment to different degrees.11–13 In this

context, predictive baseline characteristics such

as visual acuity, central retinal thickness, lesion

size, choroidal neovascularization type,

duration of symptoms, genotype, and

coincidental systemic factors were identified.14–17

However, taking known influencing parameters
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into account by adapting therapy regimes individually,

the diversity of the outcome after anti-VEGF therapy is

still remarkable.18,19

Accordingly, the purpose of this study was to

investigate the influence of seasonal sunlight intensity

and patients’ iris color on the visual recovery after initial

anti-VEGF therapy with ranibizumab or bevacizumab for

neovascular AMD.

Materials and methods

Five hundred and fifty-five consecutive eyes of 529

Caucasian patients from Central Germany who were

treated the first time for neovascular AMD by a series of

three intravitreal injections of either 0.5 mg in 0.05 ml

ranibizumab (363 eyes) or 1.25 mg in 0.05 ml

bevacizumab (192 eyes) between July 2006 and December

2009 at the Department of Ophthalmology, University

Hospital Jena were analyzed retrospectively. The study

was realized agreeable to the rules of the local

institutional review board and ethics committee. Benefits

and risks were explained in detail to the patients and the

procedure was performed after written informed

consent. At the beginning of treatment and 4 weeks after

each injection, patients underwent an ophthalmic

examination including determination of the best-

corrected visual acuity (BCVA), slit lamp examination,

and optical coherence tomography (Cirrus and Stratus

OCT; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA). Relevant

exclusion criteria such as retinal vascular diseases other

than neovascular AMD, age o50 years, previous

intravitreal injection of anti-VEGF agents, previous

photodynamic therapy, and previous argon laser

treatment were taken into account.

In an additional approach, iris colors of 179 eyes (175

patients) undergoing anti-VEGF therapy for neovascular

AMD were documented in non-mydriasis between

January and December 2009. A trained physician

categorized the appearance of the irides into blue, gray,

green, hazel, and brown using The Iris Color

Classification System.20 Simultaneously, the distrubution

of iris colors of 174 eyes (174 patients) with atrophic

AMD and 221 eyes of 221 cataract patients without

retinal pathologies were reviewed likewise as controls.

No significant differences of the baseline

characteristics between the study groups were observed

(see Supplementary Data). All statistical evaluations

were accomplished by using SPSS version 19.0 (SPSS,

Chicago, IL, USA). A P-valueo0.05 was considered as

statistically significant.

Results

A total of 555 eyes (529 patients; 61.1% females) were

treated between July 2006 and December 2009. The mean

age was 76.2±7.9 years, ranging from 50 to 95 years, the

initial BCVA was 60.0±20.4 letters. Ranibizumab was

applied in 65.4% (363/555 eyes) and bevacizumab in

34.6% (192/555 eyes) of cases. The BCVA increased by

2.6±10.6 letters after the first injection and 3.9±12.9

letters after the second injection (P¼ 0.001 and P¼ 0.001,

Student’s t-test). Comparing the responsiveness to

ranibizumab and bevacizumab after the first and second

injection, no significant differences were observed

(P¼ 0.267 and P¼ 0.606; Student’s t-test).

Seasonal light intensity

Regarding the functional results after the intravitreal

injection of the used VEGF inhibitors depending on the

annual course, a seasonal oscillation becomes evident.

Therefore, we investigated the association of seasonal

sunlight intensities onto the visual outcome. Correlating

the mean change of BCVA after anti-VEGF therapy to

global radiation intensity, a negative association was

found (R2¼ � 0.756, P¼ 0.004, Pearson’s correlation).

According to the global radiation intensity, we split the

year into months of high exposure from April to

September and low exposure from October to March.

Although the mean global radiation was 139.6 kWh/m2

per month from April to September, the intensity

declined to 40.4 kWh/m2 per month from October to

March. Correspondingly, eyes in the high-exposure

group (53.3%, n¼ 296) gained 1.7±9.9 letters, whereas

eyes in the low-exposure group (46.7%, n¼ 259)

improved by 3.6±11.2 letters after the first injection

(P¼ 0.031, Student’s t-test). In the continous course of

treatment, the effect of global radiation intensity on the

functional recovery declines (Figure 1). On this account,

the mean gain of visual acuity after the second injection

was 3.7±13.0 letters in the high-exposure group (57.3%,

n¼ 259) compared with 4.2±13.0 letters in the low-

exposure group (42.7%, n¼ 193; P¼ 0.650, Student’s t-test).

Iris color

Iris color has a geographical and demographical

distribution.21,22 On this account, we reviewed cataract

patients as controls, of whom 64.3% (142/221 eyes) were light

colored. AMD patients were light colored in 84.0% (147/175

patients) within the neovascular group and in 77.6%

(135/174 eyes) of cases within the atrophic group. Thereby,

light-colored eyes were significantly more frequent within

neovascular (P¼ 0.001, w2-test) and atrophic AMD patients

(P¼ 0.004, w2 test) compared with the controls. Patients with

light-colored eyes had an odds ratio of 2.92 (95% confidence

interval (CI), 1.79–4.76; P¼ 0.001) for neovascular and 1.93

(95% CI, 1.23–3.02; P¼ 0.004) for atrophic AMD. The control

group was age and gender matched.
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To investigate the influence of iris color on the

improvement of BCVA during anti-VEGF therapy,

179 eyes with neovascular AMD (175 patients) were

analyzed, as shown in Figure 2. After the first injection,

dark-colored eyes gained 8.5±10.0 letters compared with

3.4±8.6 letters within light-colored eyes (P¼ 0.005;

Student’s t-test). After two injections, dark-colored eyes

gained 9.9±12.8 letters compared with 4.4±11.0 letters

within light-colored eyes (P¼ 0.019; Student’s t-test).

Thus, the gain of functional recovery under anti-VEGF

therapy was significantly higher in dark-colored eyes.

Baseline characteristis of neovascular AMD patients

including age, gender, visual acuity, central retinal

thickness, and coincidential ocular and systemic

pathologies did not differ between patients with

light- and dark-colored eyes.

Discussion

Our overall results were comparable to previous studies

analyzing visual outcome after anti-VEGF therapy, such

as the MARINA and CATT study.4,6 Disparities between

ranibizumab and bevacizumab were not observed.

On analyzing the visual recovery after the first

injection, depending on global radiation intensities,

a significant reluctance was observed during months

with a high sunlight exposure from April to September.

However, this effect vanishes within the continuous

course of treatment.

As AMD is a multifactorial disease, numerous reasons

for a seasonal variation are possible. Among others,

cardiovascular diseases and hypertension are risk factors

for AMD and are subject to seasonal fluctuation.23–25

So far, the influence of sunlight on the pathogenesis of

AMD is still unsufficiently understood. The Beaver Dam

Eye Study has revealed an increased incidence of AMD

in patients spending above-average time at sunlight.26,27

A current meta-analysis reviewing 14 studies could confirm

extended sunlight exposure as a risk factor for AMD.28

Especially, UV light contributes to the retinal destruction

due to reactive oxygen species and thereby contributes to

the development of AMD.29,30 Raman et al31 have shown

that elevated UV exposure led to a reduction of the

macular pigment optical density. In this respect,

we hypothesize that the progression of neovascular

AMD is accelerated in months with a high sunlight

intensity likewise. Grisanti and Tura32 demonstrated that

the binding affinity of ranibizumab was decreased by

25% after sunlight exposure. In combination, the reduced

effectiveness of anti-VEGF agents in a progressive

condition of neovascular AMD might explain our results.

Iris color has been discussed as a risk factor for

AMD.33–36 Hammond et al37 have shown that light irides

are associated with less-pigmented retinal pigment

epithelium. Thereby, the retinal pigment epithelium is of

central importance to prevent cellular damage from

reactive oxygen species by the reduction of radicals.

In this context, light-colored eyes are more likely to develop

AMD34,38 and present a rapid progression.33 Accordingly,

we found a higher proportion of light irides within AMD

patients compared with controls. Considering iris color

on the visual recovery during anti-VEGF therapy,
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Figure 1 Mean gain of visual acuity after the first (4 weeks) and
second injection (8 weeks) of eyes treated in month of high-
(empty squares) and low-light exposure (solid squares).
Although a significant difference was found after the first
injection (*P¼ 0.031), disparities dissolved after the second
injection. Bars represent the SE.
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Figure 2 Mean gain of visual acuity after the first (4 weeks) and
second injection (8 weeks) of light- (empty circles) and dark-
colored (solid circles) eyes. A significant difference was found
after the first (**P¼ 0.005) and second injection (*P¼ 0.019). Bars
represent the SE.
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dark-colored eyes were significantly more responsive

than light-colored eyes after the first and second

injection.

So far, genetic association studies investigating the

responsiveness to anti-VEGF therapy were

accomplished. Thereby, gene polymophisms of the

VEGF-A (rs3025000), complement factor H (rs1061170),

age-related macular susceptibility 2 (rs10490924), and

high-temperature requirement A-1 (rs11200638) were

determined to influence the therapeutic outcome.16,39–41

Likewise, the gene polymorphisms rs12913832 and

rs1129038 were identified to influence the iris color.42

The interaction of gene polymorphisms associated to iris

color and the anti-VEGF responsiveness has not been

investigated yet.

We are aware that our study has several limitations,

particularly because of the retrospective nature. Clinical

data after the third injection have been omitted in our

study because follow-up care was provided by local

ophthalmologists and a negative selection took place in

patients returning for futher visits. We decided to

investigate the dynamic phase of the anti-VEGF therapy;

therefore, we concentrated on the initial injections and

did not rely on long-term data.

In summary, our observations indicate that seasonal

light intensity and iris color might influence the visual

recovery of neovascular AMD patients undergoing anti-

VEGF therapy. We believe that the findings of our study

might be used as suggestions to refine individual

anti-VEGF therapy regimens.

Summary

What was known before

K Known predictive parameters for the responsiveness of
the anti-VEGF therapy are the visual acuity, central retinal
thickness, lesion size, choroidal neovascularization type,
duration of symptoms, and genetic conditions.

What this study adds

K This study adds new evidence that sunlight intensity and
iris color influence the course of visual recovery during
anti-VEGF therapy.
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